Academic real-time collaborative document editing faces a number of theoretical challenges. However, when implementing an editor in practice in the form of a web-based solution, a number of more practical challenges appear while some of the more theoretical problems seem less relevant. In this position paper we argue for working from a practice-based perspective when confronting issues of collaborative editing. 
INTRODUCTION
The process of creating texts, academic or otherwise, has always been social in nature, as our thoughts build upon those of others who came before us. In the world of academia, the various citation systems try to systematize the acknowledgement of outside influences on one's own writings, while listings of coauthorships on articles record the collaborative editing on a single document, at least theoretically. Until now this process was always one of individual academics writing at different times on the same document, sending it back and forth between the collaborators.
Only recently have we seen editors that allow for the collaborative editing of texts in real-time, and out of these Fidus Writer [1] is the only alternative known to us that is meant for nontechnical users in the humanities and social sciences [2] . There are LaTeX-based editors available as Authorea 1 or writeLaTeX 2 that require for the editor to write in a code language. It is our experience that within humanities and social Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. For all other uses, contact the authors. Copyright is held by the authors. sciences that code-based editing is not an option for the users, as has also been the conclusion of other researchers [3] . We have spent the past two years programming as well as listening to the different types of users and potential users and what problems they would have with it. To develop an adequate word processor for all academic fields we decided to use a What You See Is What You Mean (WYSIWYM) interface using a reduced set of HTML elements and offering LaTeX as en export option (see Figure 1 ).
DATA SOURCES
For this paper a number of data sources have been taken into account. Quantitative data comes from Fidus Writer's current 4300 beta users and their feedback through an online form accessible on all pages of the Fidus Writer application site August 2013 to September 2014, as well as a bug tracking system on Github 3 . Qualitative data comes from electronic interchange with less than 100 users who have had more extensive interchange with the Fidus Writer team through email and chat, after their initial form feedback. We have also had communications with other editing projects such as the teams behind Substance Composer 4 scientific investigation but was done in order to set meaningful development goals for Fidus Writer.
COLLABORATIVE EDITING AS A SECONDARY MODE
We initially thought of editors writing collaborative constantly. We therefore believed that the editing process should take into consideration that several users would be connected to any document at all times. However, we discovered that our academic users mostly seem to edit their documents alone without the support of others. Users asked us to give them the option to write in the same document at the same time, but once it was available, they would seldom use it. It seems slightly more common to open the document at the same time, but only seldom will several users type simultaneously. Even though the part that handles concurrent edits initially was one of the most bug-ridden parts of the system, we have hardly received any error reports on it. The writeLaTeX project has conducted tests of how often more than one user accessed the same document within one minute. The result was that only very seldom more than one user was in the same document [4] .
Because handling collaborative editing is a lot more fragile and requires more resources on the server than working with a non-collaborative editor, we found out it made sense to have two editing modes: one non-collaborative, that is running most of the time, and a second, collaborative mode that runs when document edits are actually happening simultaneously. Changing between one mode and the other happens transparently, so that also nontechnical users can use this feature easily. Figure 2 shows Fidus Writer used to collaborate between different users, whereby several forms of collaboration do not require realtime collaboration.
DIFFING AND PATCHING
Several projects have mentioned git and GitHub and that it would be a great idea to be able to use git and Github for finding changes to documents and then to patch them together [5] . This does not really seem to be practical for several reasons:
• Git is for programmers, most writers are not programmers. Especially in the humanities and social sciences users do depend on entirely graphical editors. And even a wellstyled diff output is too technical for them [3] .
• Git is great to merge changes after edits of hours or days of work, not seconds. When writers need to merge their changes, it has to happen instantly and will usually only concern edits of a few seconds and the change will therefore only contain a few changed letters. If the writer works for hours on a text and the Git server therefore records thousands of commits, the git history will be impractical to use.
• The default merging and diff display mechanisms for Git use single lines as the minimum unit of editing. For editors, a line is usually an entire paragraph. In programming it is not unusual to see lines of just 3-5 words. Writers of natural language documents cannot insert line breaks at will before finishing an entire paragraph. Only allowing edits from a single editor on an entire paragraph at any given time without creating merge conflicts would be rather restrictive. Git itself allows for using alternative merge mechanisms, that for example could use words rather than entire lines as the minimum unit. This would be an improvement, but Github does not allow this. A git repository could nevertheless be used to store revisions of natural language document if these are in a format that can be converted without loss of information to a pure text document with a limited amount of characters per line.
OVERLAPPING EDITS
In theory, different editors could write at the exact same place in the document, and through the recoding of Operational Transformations (OTs) the editor can put these together to create a joint document of all editors [6, 7] . In practice we found the problem to be somewhat different. For example, a text node would typically span just over a single word or up to a single line of text. If the one user was about to change "birthday" to "birthday celebration" while another user would delete the word "birthday" letter by letter, a combination after each user has hit two keys might look like "rthday ce." If two or more edits by different contributors concerned the same text node, one can be almost certain that diffing and patching the differences together will not result in an outcome that the writers will accept.
We found it to be more important that users would see the same text at the same time (as has also been argued by C.A. Ellis and S.J. Gibbs [6] ), and therefore sufficient to use a Document Object Model (DOM) aware diff mechanism in the form of our diffDOM [8] library and applying diffs in consecutive order based on diff creating timestamp. These diffs can be undone and if more severe merge conflicts are encountered, all documents are reset to the current version of the first user who first opened the document. All this happens within a period up to a few seconds and mostly much faster than that, so that any potentially lost work is fairly limited.
Although our solution works well for us currently, in the future Fidus Writer will likely switch to a OT-based javascript solution using one of the common OT solutions such as TogetherJS 9 or OT.js [9] so that we won't have to maintain our own library, but adjusting them in order to keep the current functionality. Adapting these will require some development efforts.
UNDO
Similar to overlapping edits, limitless undos could be handled by recording OTs for each collaborator while writing, and when executing the undo to either replay the creation of the document and just leaving the last OT of the current writer out, or by trying to undo the last OT of the current editor. In practice, replaying the entire chain of OTs from start to current point means keeping all these changes in memory which quickly grows too big to work with. Undoing just the last OT of the current user may oftentimes interfere with the edits of other users.
The solution in practice is therefore to allow a limited amount of undoing as long as the edits do not interfere with the edits of other users. In practice this means that as long as the last diffs produced by the user who is executing the undo command can be undone without causing merge conflicts, they are allowed to be undone. If one undo causes merge conflicts, it is assumed that it 9 https://togetherjs.com interferes too much with the edits of other users to be usefully undone and no earlier undos will be allowed to be undone.
DOCUMENT HISTORY
It has been a common suggestion to create a history bar that allows to go back to any moment in the creation of the current document by recoding all changes atomically. We tried something along these lines, but found it to be of little value because it consumed a lot of memory and users would not know how to handle the history bar as every change would be treated equally. In practice we found out it works much better if the writer has the ability to mark a certain current version as a historic document version to which the writer can later return. The current state of bibliography and images are recorded and saved along with the document in a zip file on the server which can be retrieved at a later stage.
DOCUMENT OWNERSHIP
All forms of production are social in nature, also textual productions. Fidus Writer beta users seem to want to collaborate on their text, but they want to do so in a controlled manner. We therefore have ended up allowing for the following types of user relations to documents inside Fidus Writer:
• document owner: can read, edit, turn tracked changes on/off, as well as give and revoke permissions
• collaborator: can read and edit
• reader: can read A fourth mode has been requested repetitively, but we have not implemented it so far:
• commentator: can read and comment upon texts
RECORDING OTS AS A REPLACEMENT FOR TRACKED CHANGES
If one tracks each individual change a specific writer is responsible for, all the information needed to offer a graphical display of which editor is responsible for which part of the text the way the 'tracked changes' function in common word processors works, should theoretically be available.
In practice this information was not easily usable. Although the correct information was recorded, it's not accessible in the way one needs it. If the owner of a document wants to decide whether he wants to accept a certain part of a text written by another contributor, he generally wants to decide for all the text written by that user in the same line or paragraph, not just a letter or a word that happen to have been edited within a certain time range. Tracking changes is therefore something we do independently of looking at OTs.
EDITING IN THE BROWSER
It seems to be a common misconception that editing text in the browser is a stable feature. The corresponding attribute, contenteditable, turned out to be one of the least standardized and most error-prone features.
Issues encountered with contenteditable can be categorized in three categories: There are issues with the movement of the caret. The browsers allow the caret to move smoothly as long as it only moves within text content that is entirely editable. But if SVGs, Canvas-elements or multi-letter strings of text that are not editable individually, are descendants of the node with the contenteditable attribute, the caret will not always move correctly [10] . A second type of issue is the creation of HTML code that is counter-intuitive and not HTML5 compliant through the pressing of keys, for example when paragraphs are merged after typing the backspace key [11] . A third issue is related to the overall inconsistency in the HTML being output by the different browsers. In all of these cases the bugs differ slightly between browser, but each of the browsers holds a fair amount of bugs in each area.
Extensive work needs to be done using javascript libraries to work around the most common bugs in it. If one adds complex elements such as footnotes, citations or formulas, only a very limited number of projects exist that are interested in fixing it. Also, no usable library for combining contenteditable with collaborative editing existed until we started creating the diffDOM javascript library. If anything is stopping collaborative writing over the Internet, this is likely the area that most work should go into fixing.
The poor state of contenteditable in the browser implementations is likely a result of only a very limited amount of web developers working in the area of text editing [12] . A solution may therefore be to write an alternative to contenteditable entirely in javascript. This approach has successfully been employed by the CodeMirror project 10 , which is being used in different production environments. Although it can be used in a collaborative rich text editor, as demonstrated by the Firepad editor 11 , its primary focus is code editing and many adjustments would likely be needed to make it work with the more complex aspects of a collaborative academic editor. There are also several trials of creating rich text editors in pure javascript. Several of these are large in download and development team size and are not open source. The most prominent is Google Docs 12 . For niche purpose editors creating an editor like Google Docs does not seem financially viable. Other projects, such as the canvas-based Carota editor 13 only serve as proof-of-concept and have not reached the production development stage. The closest open source, pure javascript, webbased editor made for richtext editing is Aloha 2.0 alpha. Should they be able to develop this into a working product with a plugin architecture that allows combining it with a realtime collaboration system such as that presently used by Fidus Writer, OT.js or similar, it may represent an approach or even be the library used by Fidus Writer and other similar editors as well in the near future.
CONCLUSION
Given the technical state of web technology in 2014, the creation of an open source collaborative academic web-based editor continues to be a difficult task. Some third party projects make it somewhat easier than two years ago, but it is still too complex for any single project team to resolve by itself. Additionally, as noted by C. Sun and C. Ellis [7] , few people understand the complexity of realtime text editing and that this continues to be a field in need of further research. Fidus Writer has come close to the limits of what currently can be achieved, and has focused development efforts based on response from test users rather than to try to fix all theoretical problems with 10 http://codemirror.net 11 http://www.firepad.io 12 http://docs.google.com 13 http://earwicker.com/carota collaborative text editing. However, it is still far from being an ideal editor. If we want to see such editors come in the next few years, it is essential that efforts are combined between the few projects that do exist in the field of webbased editing.
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